cooperation of the Observatory in the second International Polar Year
and International Cloud Year. Aerological work, chiefly with pilot balloons, has been restored to the Observatory's program, and continuous
records of solar and sky radiation have just been added. The Blue Hill
Observatory has encouraged Joseph B. Dodge and others in the reestablishment of an observatory on Mt. Washington and has supplied practically all the meteorological equipment. The numerous recording and
indicating instruments are giving nearly as complete a record there as
is being obtained on Blue Hill. Two stations at the base have also been
equipped, that in Pinkham Notch very fully. The meteorological program f o r Mt. Washington was developed and is being supervised by the
Blue Hill Observatory.
The research program of the Observatory has been extended also by
the appointment recently of three internationally known meteorologists
as research associates: Dr. Oliver L. Fassig and Dr. H. H. Kimball, of
Washington; and Dr. Bernhard Haurwitz, of Leipzig. Prof. S. P. Fergusson continues as Research Associate.
The fund as it now starts is a nucleus to which additions are solocited.
Here is a fund under the administration of a great university to be used
f o r research b y an observatory established and maintained f o r investigations of atmospheric processes. The science of meteorology is still not
f a r advanced and is very poorly endowed, yet the chances f o r the betterment of human living through increased knowledge of the weather seem
prodigious. Such being the case, this new Geophysical Research Fund
of Blue Hill Observatory should grow by gifts and bequests of those
who wish to further investigations in meteorology.
MT. WASHINGTON OBSERVATORY
A heated anemometer, the first to be tried in the United States, has
been installed on the summit of Mt. Washington. A small electric stove
heating element radiates to a copper dish inverted over it.
The dish has eight curved blades to catch the wind and is free to
rotate. When clouds at subfreezing temperatures course over the summit, the liquid droplets of which even these cold clouds are composed
freeze onto all obstructions and grow into the wind like great horizontal
icicles of rough white ice. The anemometers, or wind velocity indicators, quickly become so covered with ice that their rotation is greatly
reduced. Frequent attention with torch or hot water is necessary if the
wind record is to be maintained, unless some continuous source of heat
can be made available. The Norwegian weather service has met this
difficulty f o r some of its mountain stations by putting an electric heater
under the rotating system. A n instrument of this pattern was hurriedly
constructed in Cambridge. It was tested at Blue Hill Observatory and
was installed on the mountain by S. P. Fergusson, research associate of
the Observatory. This heated anemometer takes 600 watts, or as much
current as an electric iron, but the capacity of the generator on Mt.
Washington is 1500 watts. Three non-heated anemometers are exposed.
The heated anemometer rotates at the same speed as the three-cup anemometer, and is mounted on a three-cup base through which it makes
electric contacts and records the velocity in the Observatory.
A mountain mercurial barometer of Smithsonian pattern has been
loaned by Clark University.
A recording pyrheliometer has been installed by the Eppley Laboratory of Newport, R.I.
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A base station on the west side of the mountain will keep a detailed
weather record this winter. A station at Pinkham Notch on the southeast side has been in operation for some time.—Science Service, with additions by C. F. B.
WEATHER

NOTES

San Juan, Puerto Rico, Sept. 27 ( A P ) . — M o r e than 200 persons were
killed and at least 1000 were injured in the hurricane which swept across
Puerto Rico today, Gov. James R. Beverley estimated after receiving
casualty reports from police authorities.
The loss in the fruit crop alone was estimated at $7,000,000.
Bakersfield, Cal., Oct. 2.—The 45-foot wall of water which swept down
out of the mountains through Tehachapi Pass last Friday caused the
deaths of upwards of 40 persons, wrecked two freight trains at "Woodford, tore up hundreds of yards of railroad tracks, washed out at least
nine bridges, and flooded several villages. Southern Pacific and Santa
Fe railroad officials said the loss to their property would exceed $500,000.
Other damage was not estimated.
Brawley, Cal., Oct. 9.—A severe earthquake shock, the eighth in two
days, shook Brawley and El Centro at 2:45 p.m. to-day at the height
of an intense rainstorm.
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, Oct. 19.—This city is without telegraph or
telephone communication with the rest of the country because of heavy
rains which fell without interruption for five days last week causing
serious floods. The Rio Grande River which divides the twin cities of
Tegucigalpa and Comayaguela reached its highest level since 1906,
flooding the waterfront districts of both cities and causing a property
loss of thousands of dollars. Banana centers along the north coast also
suffered heavily, thousands of cattle were drowned, bridges were carried
away and landslides made highways impassable.—Boston Globe.
Washington, Oct. 19 (S.S.).—Damaging droughts of several months
duration in two widely separated parts of the country were broken by
unusually heavy rains of the past few days.
Atlantic coast states from Pennsylvania to Florida had been dry since
June. But twice October's normal precipitation fell in most sections
during the first part of the week and brought hope to suffering farmers.
Pastures and fall grains are saved and wells and springs returned to
normal flow. Damage done farming by the heavy rains was inconsequential compared with their benefits.
The other section that welcomed rain was the Northwest including
Pacific and Great Plains states.
A storm on last October 19 resulted in the death of six persons and
damage running into hundreds of thousands of dollars, according to the
Boston Herald. The most severe damage was inflicted on Massachusetts
shore communities, buffeted by tide and wind.
Many yachts were
wrecked at Marblehead.
Twenty-foot waves threw spray over the
housetops at Roughan's Point, Beachmont, making the shore road impassable to motorists.
Five persons were killed and six were injured in traffic accidents
caused by the torrential rains and gale of November 1, according to the
Boston Herald.
The storm lashed territory from New York City to
southwestern Maine. The wind was particularly severe in New York
City and on Long Island, where three bungalows and 15 other buildings
were blown down.
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